Material:
High quality, finely polished, faceted glass
with an angel lasered in it
Crystalline energization and initiation
Size for the Angel’s Gate large with glass pedestal:
Height: 6-7/8 in. / 17.5 cm Width: 4-3/8 in. / 11 cm
Depth: 2-1/8 in. / 5 cm
Size for the Angel’s Gate small with glass pedestal:
Height: 5 in. / 12.5 cm Width: 3 in. / 8 cm
Depth: 1-1/2 in. / 4 cm

Spiritual Potential:
Opens a gate, a powerful channel into the higher dimensions of light – fills rooms and houses with
the energies of light, harmony and love – Crystal Angels, Archangels and Ascended Masters
accompany you – the Angel’s Gate is a cosmic transmitting and receiving station – you experience
deep meditation
The Angel’s Gate opens light and star portals. The potential of this Angel’s Gate is beyond imagination. It
envelops entire buildings in a protective field of light, and fills them with energy and harmony.
It facilitates the connection with all divine planes and dimensions of the universe. Crystal Angels from
Archangel Metatron’s heavenly realms connect with you. Simply express your wish to spiritually work with the
Crystal Angels and Archangel Metatron. The energy of this gate is enormous!

Possible Uses:
This Angel’s Gate energizes and harmonizes an entire room, apartment or a house with the energy of
Archangel Metatron’s Crystal Sphere and opens a spiritual gate to the primordial crystal energies.
Consciously connect with these energies and feel uplifted, free, lightened and surrounded by loving energies.
It is a gate for angels and Ascended Masters who will “work” with you affectionately. You may put it in front of
you during meditations or put it in the middle of a meditation group. You may also meditate in a lying position
and place it above your head or at your feet.
Archangel Metatron says: Just open your Heart Chakra and welcome the Crystal Angels streaming through
this gate into your plane, your dimension, and feel the presence of the Divine.

Excerpt from the Channelling by Metatron El Shaddai:
The energy of this Gate of Ascension is merging with you and opening you, you will be a receptacle for the
highest energies. You are merging with the pristine energy of this gate and you will be a gate yourself, a
channel for the energies of ascension; the fusion with Oneness, universal consciousness, Divine Unity, your
Divine Monad. You yourself are this powerful gate, this Gate of Light. This gate is so mighty, it serves to raise
of Earth’s vibrational frequency. It connects you directly to Gaia’s consciousness, accelerates your
developmental rhythm and your evolution, it kindles your next octave of evolution, it raises the vibrational
frequency of the evolutionary spiral. This is what I, Metatron El Shaddai, bring about when you connect with
me through this Gate of Ascension. I suffused it with light from my highest Divine Realm. It is a powerful gift
in order to open your own inner Gate of Ascension. You shall be the channel and serve ascension for the
benefit of yourself and the whole Earth. This is the most pristine, noblest energy of this Gate of Ascension.
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